The New York City Department of Design and Construction (NYCDDC) is managing a capital construction project HWKP2026 along Church Avenue between Flatbush Avenue and Rogers Avenue, including each intersection.

Work operations are slated to recommence for the Church Avenue Project in mid-January 2014; notification will be distributed prior to work resuming in January 2014. The project is anticipated to be completed in Spring 2014.

**Proposed Work Schedule:** January-February 2014  
Church Avenue between Flatbush Avenue and Rogers Avenue:

- Installation of 12" Watermain
- Reconstruction of Roadway

**Work Completed to Date**

- Installation of 15" sewer
- 12 Manholes
- 22 Catch Basins
- 558 linear feet of Shute Connections
- 3,174 linear feet of Curb
- 15,500 square feet of Pigmented Sidewalk
- 27,233 square feet of Non-pigmented Sidewalk

**Traffic and Community Impacts: During Suspension of Work Operations:**

- Pedestrian access - will be maintained at all times.
- Restriction to driveways and curbside parking will not be restricted or in effect; please note this is subject to change at a given notice should it be necessary.

Restrictions will be re-implemented once work operations recommence in mid-January 2014. Parking is currently restored; please note this is subject to change at a given notice should it be necessary.

**Public Transportation:** Bus Relocation – the B35 Bus will continue its route as currently is – along Linden Boulevard from Flatbush Avenue to Rogers Avenue (see reverse side).

**Special Needs:**  
Individuals with special needs who may be uniquely impacted by this project should contact the project’s Community Construction Liaison, as soon as possible, to make them aware of your situation. DDC will work with you to attempt to minimize the inconvenience as much as possible.

**Water Service Interruption:**  
During the course of the project there will be service interruptions. To allow water replacement, the existing water service must be shut off by closing the valves at either end of the section. Advance notice will be given for all planned interruptions. Water service will be restored at the end of the day.

**Community Construction Liaison (CCL):**

The DDC has assigned **Mr. Wayan Brown** of GEB Engineers, P.C., as the Community Construction Liaison (CCL). Please contact Mr. Brown for all project related inquiries and concerns, or to be added to the e-mail distribution list.

**Phone:** (718) 377-0450 / **Fax:** (718) 338-3810

**E-mail:** churchavenueccl@gmail.com

**Field Office Address:** 1815 Flatbush Avenue  
Brooklyn, NY 11210
NOTES:

NYC Transit B35 bus detour will remain in effect during this time:

EASTBOUND TRAFFIC
Rerouting from Church Avenue to Linden Boulevard between Flatbush Avenue and Nostrand Avenue:
Regular route via Church Avenue to Flatbush Avenue; Left onto Flatbush Avenue; Right onto Linden Boulevard; Right onto Nostrand Avenue; Left onto Church Avenue then continue via regular route.

B35 – Eastbound: New/Temporary Bus Stops/Pattern Changes
• On Church Avenue between East 21st Street and Flatbush Avenue.
• On Linden Boulevard between Bedford Avenue and Rogers Avenue.
• On Linden Boulevard between Rogers Avenue and Nostrand Avenue. On Nostrand Avenue between Linden Boulevard and Martense Street.

WESTBOUND TRAFFIC
Rerouting from Church Avenue to Linden Boulevard between New York Avenue and Flatbush Avenue:
Regular route via Church Avenue to New York Avenue; Right onto Rogers Avenue; Left onto Linden Boulevard then continue to Caton Avenue; Left onto Flatbush Avenue; Right onto Church Avenue then continue regular route.

B35 – Westbound: New/Temporary Bus Stops/Pattern Changes
• New York Avenue between Church Avenue and Martense Street.
• Linden Boulevard between Nostrand Avenue and New York Avenue.
• Caton Avenue between Bedford Avenue and Caton Avenue.

If there is a concern during non-construction hours, please call the New York City Government Services and Information Hotline at 311